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Chapter 4

Experimental methods

Abstract

This chapter introduces the experimental methods used for the work in this thesis. After
describing how to obtain and identify the graphene flakes I introduce the sample fabri-
cation methods for the three different type of devices used here: etched graphene nanos-
tructures, suspended graphene and hBN encapsulated graphene. The contact fabrication
procedure for spin selective transport is also described. At the end of the chapter I discuss
the electrical measurement setup and describe how the measurements are performed.
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The understanding of the procedures involved in the device fabrication, and the
measurement setup and techniques are crucial not only for the description of the
work presented in this thesis but also helps to understand the necessity of the sim-
ulations done for a few chapters. In addition to that, the accurate description of the
fabrication procedures allows future researchers to reproduce the works shown here.

4.1 Sample fabrication

In this section I describe the sample fabrication of the various types of samples used
in the works presented in this thesis. All the samples consist of exfoliated single
layer graphene flakes, but they differ by the substrate they are on. After describing
the process of graphene exfoliation I explain the process used to pattern the graphene
flakes to be used in the nanodevices described in chapters 6 and 7. The second type
is suspended graphene samples (Chapter 8), for which the fabrication is described in
section 4.1.3. In section 4.1.4 I specify the fabrication of graphene flakes encapsulated
with hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) flakes (used for Chapter 9). Finally I end the
section with the description of the contact deposition which is general for all type of
devices used in this thesis.

4.1.1 Graphene by mechanical exfoliation

The technique to obtain graphene from mechanical exfoliation of graphite was de-
veloped in 2004 by Novoselov et al. [1] and has been heavily used since then due
to the high quality of the graphene flakes. Although simple, the number of graph-
ene flakes per sample area and the amount of thick graphite layers deposited on the
sample varies strongly from person to person due to subtle differences in the exfoli-
ation procedure. Here I try to describe as accurately as possible the methods I tested
and optimized over my years of research in the Physics of Nanodevices group at
the University of Groningen. The density of graphene flakes per area of substrate is
usually 1 flake per cm2. My technique for graphene exfoliation consists of 3 simple
steps (Fig 4.1) that are described below.

Step 1 - A graphite source1 is glued to a sticky tape (regular Pritt transparent tape
or Scotch Magic tape) and then removed from it, leaving a thick graphite layer glued
to the tape, Fig. 4.1(a) and (b).

Step 2 - The first tape is then glued to a clean tape and separated again, Fig.
4.1(c). Here the second tape can be either of the same type of the first one or, to
reduce the amount of glue involved in the procedure, a Nitto Semiconductor Wafer
tape can be used. In order to thin the graphite layer down to an optimum thickness,

1In this thesis we only used Highly Oriented Pyrolitic Graphite (HOPG) due to the shape of the result-
ing graphene flakes, with their length (usually 20-50 µm) longer than their width (0.5 - 5 µm).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 4.1: Exfoliation procedure to obtain graphene flakes: (a) a thin graphite layer is peeled
from a graphite crystal by a sticky tape, (b) and (c) by gluing the first tape on another tape and
separating them the graphite layer is thinned down even more, (d) the last tape is glued on a
substrate and (e) removed leaving few and single layer graphene flakes on the substrate.

this procedure is repeated once more by gluing the second tape to a third one and
then separating them.

Step 3 - The final step consists in gluing the third tape to a clean substrate by
pressing it lightly on the substrate and then removing the tape, Fig. 4.1(d) and (e).
At this point the substrate should contain several graphene flakes.

In order to be used for our experiments a graphene flake has to be isolated from
thick graphite flakes and be in a reasonably clean area so the contacts can easily reach
the flake. Furthermore, the graphene flake has to match certain size conditions which
varies from experiment to experiment. Usually the flakes have to be longer than 15
µm and not wider than 5 µm. The density of flakes that match these specifications is
typically around one per cm2.

In order to select the graphene flakes we used optical microscopy [2, 3], some-
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times combined with Raman spectroscopy [4] or Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
[5]. By scanning the substrate in an optical microscope the single layer graphene
flakes can be selected by contrast analysis. Due to thin film interference, the optical
contrast of a single graphene layer ranges from 2 - 8 %, depending on the wavelength
used. To ensure a high contrast, a variable colour filter was used. Since the optical
contrast changes in discrete steps when one extra graphene layer is included, a few
preliminary pictures of few-layer graphene flakes that show clear steps in height are
used to obtain the contrast of a single graphene layer at the beginning of each scan.
Whenever a flake is found, its contrast is compared to the calibration and its number
of layers is determined.

Often the contrast of a flake can fall between the established values for single
and bilayer graphene. When this is the case there are several forms of distinguishing
the two. Prior to further processing the flake into a device we can use Raman spec-
troscopy or AFM to determine if the flake consists of a single layer or more. These
techniques are non-invasive and usually take less than 1 hour to finalize the analysis.
However, polymer remains on the graphene flake can increase the measured height
by AFM (≈ 0.4 nm per layer) and, in the case of small flakes, the Raman signal can
be small leading to inconclusive results.

After processing the sample we can still confirm that a flake consists of a single
layer via different methods. For high enough quality devices the quantum Hall ef-
fect can be used, which shows quantization in the Hall voltage for single and double
layer graphene. For spin transport devices, due to the different DOS single layer
graphene flakes show diffusion constants with values Ds ≈ 0.01 - 0.1 m2/s depend-
ing on its electronic mobility, while double layer graphene is often in the range of
Ds ≈ 0.005 - 0.02 m2/s. We can use the fact that bilayer graphene has a bandgap pro-
portional to an applied transverse electric field while single layer graphene shows
zero gap independently of the applied field when measuring double layer devices
as used in Chapter 9.

4.1.2 Graphene etching

In a few cases, as for the samples used in chapters 6 and 7, the graphene flake has
to be shaped in a very specific structure, e.g. a quantum-dot, nanoribbon or small
island. This can be obtained by etching the graphene flake with oxygen plasma. For
that we start by creating a mask to be used in the etching procedure.

Step 1 - First the graphene flakes are deposited on a 500 nm thick SiO2 film on a
heavily doped Si wafer which is to be used as a back-gate electrode, Fig. 4.2(a).

Step 2 - After the selection of the graphene flake as described in the section above
we pre-bake the sample in a hot-plate at a temperature of 180◦C for 90 seconds and
spin coat a layer of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) with molecular weight 950K
and dissolved 3 wt%. in ethyl lactate at 4000 RPM for 60 s, which results in a uniform
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.2: Etching procedure to pattern graphene flakes. (a) A graphene flake on a substrate
is selected. (b) After spin coating PMMA and patterning with a electron beam, the sample
is subjected to an oxygen plasma that can react with the exposed graphene areas. (c) The
polymer is removed leaving behind the etched graphene flake in the desired pattern.

170 nm thick layer.
Step 3 - The sample is then post-baked on a hot-plate at the same conditions for

the pre-baking, 180◦C for 90 s.
Step 4 - The substrate is patterned using an electron beam lithography (EBL)

machine, where initial markers are exposed with a 10 kV electron beam with an areal
dose of 150 µC/cm2. These markers consist of 4 large crosses spaced at the corners
of a square of 2 mm side and small crosses at the corner of a square of 190 µm size.

Step 5 - The initial markers are developed in a solution of methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) (1:3) for 60 s, rinsed in IPA for 30 s and blown
dry with Nitrogen gas. The markers show as holes in the PMMA film.

Step 6 - The initial markers are used to design bonding pads and wide contacts
that reach close to the graphene flake and also fine markers spaced by 90 µm for later
alignment.

Step 7 - Patterning by EBL and developing using the same procedure as before
the bond pads.

Step 8 - The large contacts and fine markers are finalized by using an e-beam
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metal evaporator to deposit a Ti/Au (5/35 nm) layer at pressures below 2x10−6 Torr
and at an evaporation rate of 0.1 nm/s.

Step 9 - The mask for the etching procedure is fabricated by spin coating a PMMA
950k 2wt%. to create a 70 nm thick film on the substrate.

Step 10 - The polymer layer is pattern by EBL using the fine markers by a 30
kV electron beam with a line dose of 1200 µC/cm or an area dose of 450 µC/cm2.
The higher acceleration voltage is used to increase resolution and decrease polymer
undercut to ensure an anisotropic etching of the flake.

Step 11 - After the patterning and development of the mask the sample is loaded
in a reactive ion etching (RIE) machine which creates a 40 W plasma at a pressure
of 10−3 mbar of pure oxygen gas, Fig. 4.2(b). Usually 15 s of plasma exposure is
enough to ensure complete etching of a single graphene layer. In case few-layer
graphene layers have also to be etched, a longer time has to be used. However, it is
worth noting that the etching rate of PMMA is higher than that of graphite meaning
that if very thick graphite layers have to be etched a thicker polymer has to be used.

Step 12 - After the removal of the mask in hot acetone (50 ◦C) , Fig. 4.2(c), and
confirmation of the etching procedure by AFM, the sample can follow the standard
contact deposition procedure described at the end of this section.

4.1.3 Suspended graphene samples

Suspended graphene samples are fabricated by using an acid free method [6]. Be-
sides being a safer method, the absence of acids in the fabrication procedure is im-
portant since acids usually attack the ferromagnetic metals used for spin transport
measurements. Small modifications of the methods used in Ref. [6] had to be made
in order to avoid degradation of the oxide barriers used for spin injection, namely
changes on the solvents used for lift-off. A detailed explanation of the sample fabri-
cation is shown at the end of Chapter 8.

Step 1 - The fabrication procedure starts with Si/SiO2 (500 nm) substrates con-
taining pre-patterned gold markers. Lift-off resist (LOR) 3A is spun 2 times at 3000
RPM to create a homogeneous film of approximately 1 µm thickness.

Step 2 - The substrate is baked on a hot-plate at 180 ◦C for 5 minutes to evaporate
solvent residues and harden the LOR.

Step 3 - The graphene flakes are then mechanically exfoliated and selected using
optical microscopy.

Step 4 - For the EBL process used for the contact deposition, to improve the un-
dercut, we use a double layer Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) 50/410K resists
dissolved in chlorobenzene and o-Xylene respectively. These solvents are used to
prevent the removal of the LOR film during spin-coating.

Step 5 - The contacts are then patterned and developed in n-Xylene (20◦ C)
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Step 6 - After contact deposition as described in section 4.1.5 with the polymer
lift-off is done in hot (75◦ C) n-Xylene.

Step 7 - The regions between the contacts are exposed by EBL at 30 kV with doses
of 510 µC/cm2 and developed in 1-methoxy 2-propanol.

4.1.4 hBN Encapsulated graphene samples

The samples of hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) encapsulated graphene (for Chap-
ter 9) were fabricated following the technique described in detail in Ref. [7]. The
technique consists of a fast fabrication method in which graphene and hBN flakes
are picked up from substrates creating a stack which is later deposited on another
substrate. The samples used for this thesis consist of hBN/graphene/hBN stacks on
a 300 nm SiO2 layer on a heavily doped Si wafer which is used as a back-gate.

Step 1 - The fabrication procedure starts with the cleaning of Si/SiO2 wafer pieces
where graphene and hBN will be mechanically exfoliated. The wafers used to exfo-
liate graphene were cleaned by ultra-sonication in acetone for 5 minutes followed by
5 more minutes in IPA and finally heated in a tube furnace at 400◦C in air for more
than 30 minutes. The wafers used for the bottom hBN flakes did not undergo the last
cleaning step in the furnace to avoid damage to the SiO2 layer due to rapid thermal
expansion which can lead to back-gate leakages.

Step 2 - The hBN flakes used for the top part of the stack were exfoliated on a
Poly(Bisphenol A carbonate) film that homogeneously coats a microscope slide.

Step 3 - After the selection of the top hBN flakes, these are transferred to another
microscope slide containing a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp that is used to
reduce the stress in the polycarbonate (PC) film.

Step 4 - This mask, consisting on the hBN flake, PC film, PDMS and glass is then
placed on a modified optical lithography machine (mask aligner) in which the sub-
strate containing the graphene flake lies on a plate that can be controllably heated,
Fig. 4.3(a).

Step 5 - The mask that contains the top hBN flake is transparent, which allows us
to align the top hBN flake to the graphene flake on the substrate underneath by the
use of micromanipulators.

Step 6 - After alignment, the substrate is brought into contact with the mask
and heated to temperatures up to 75 ◦C. This causes the PC film to heat up and the
adherence of the graphene flake to the mask containing the hBN flake gets stronger
than its adherence to the SiO2 substrate.

Step 7 - After cooling down and retraction of the substrate the graphene flake is
transferred to the mask.

Step 8 - To finalize the stack, the alignment procedure is repeated using the sub-
strate containing the bottom hBN flake which is brought in contact with the mask,
Fig. 4.3(b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

glass

PDMS
PC

hBN

graphene
SiO2

Figure 4.3: Procedure to make hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructures. (a) A transparent mask
consisting of glass, a PDMS stamp, a thin PC film and the selected top hBN flake is positioned
above a graphene flake on a clean substrate. The substrate is brought in contact with the mask
and heated up, cooled down and retracted leaving the graphene flake on the mask. (b) The
mask now containing the hBN/graphene stack is aligned on top of the bottom hBN flake on
a clean substrate. (c) After the substrate and mask are brought into contact, the substrate is
heated up to high temperatures and retracted. The PC film melts on the substrate and covers
the final heterostructure.

Step 9 - We now heat the substrate to higher temperatures, above 150 ◦C, which
causes the PC film to melt on the substrate. The substrate is retracted while still at
high temperatures and then cooled down, Fig. 4.3(c).

At this point, the successful fabrication of the hBN/graphene/hBN heterostruc-
ture can be confirmed by inspection under an optical microscope. To completely
remove the PC film from the substrate we leave the sample in chloroform for more
than 15 hours, rinse it in IPA and blow it dry using nitrogen gas. After inspection by
optical microscope and AFM to confirm the success of the fabrication procedure we
continue with the contact fabrication as explained below.
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4.1.5 Contact fabrication

In the final step of sample fabrication we deposit the electrical contacts. For all the
samples in this thesis we used ferromagnetic (cobalt) contacts in order to achieve
spin injection/detection. Since cobalt oxidizes easily, this step is usually the last
step in the sample fabrication procedure. Although small fabrication steps can be
performed after contact deposition, e.g. suspending the graphene flakes, it usually
reduces the polarization of the contacts due to oxidation.

All the samples used here follow very similar contact fabrication procedures.
However, the polymers and conditions might vary. For the samples used in chapters
6 and 7, gold alignment markers were already present at this point, which makes the
first few steps (steps 1a - 1d) to define alignment markers unnecessary. For the sam-
ples used in chapter 8, the substrate already contains markers (skipping the steps
1a - 1d). Also, to avoid dissolving the LOR on which the flakes are lying we used
different polymers to define the mask. In this case we used a PMMA consisting of a
double layer of two different molecular weights, 50K/410K dissolved in chloroben-
zene and o-xylene respectively. A detailed explanation of the suspended graphene
sample fabrication is shown at the end of Chapter 8. Here I will explain in detail the
fabrication for the encapsulated graphene samples shown in chapter 9. The etched
graphene samples of chapters 6 and 7 follow the same procedure except of the ex-
posure of the alignment markers. The metal evaporation step for all the samples are
very similar and the differences will be specified below.

Step 1a - We start by spin coating PMMA 950K 4wt% on the sample to create a
homogeneous polymer film that will be used to define the evaporation mask.

Step 1b - If no alignment markers are present on the sample, an initial crude
mark is done with a pair of tweezers in such a way that the mark and the flake to be
processed both fit in the optical microscope field at a magnification 5x.

Step 1c - With the initial marker as a guide, we expose 4 large crosses with a
separation of 1.8 mm and 4 small crosses spaced by 190 µm with the flake in the
centre, Fig. 4.4(a). If a very fine alignment is necessary we further expose even
smaller crosses separated by 95 µm.

Step 1d - After the development of the markers in MIBK:IPA (1:3) for 60 s they
can be clearly seen on optical pictures.

Step 2 - Using a series of optical pictures as guides we design the contact pattern
to be exposed and load the sample once more in the EBL machine , Fig. 4.4(b).

Step 3 - The pre-exposed and developed markers can be seen clearly on the EBL
machine and are used for aligning the pattern to the flake. The exposures are done
at an acceleration voltage of 10 kV with area doses of 150 µC/cm2 for both increas-
ing the undercut, which results in an easier polymer lift-off, and also to increase the
visibility of the pre-exposed markers. For the suspended graphene samples the ex-
posures were done at an acceleration voltage of 30 kV and area doses of 200 - 300
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µC/cm2 to increase the visibility of the gold alignment markers below the LOR film.
The undercut in this case was ensured by the double layer polymer.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

300 µm 20 µm

Figure 4.4: Encapsulated graphene sample during the contact deposition procedure. (a) Op-
tical microscope image of a hBN/graphene/hBN stack covered by PMMA after the exposure
of the alignment marks separated by 190 µm (highlighted by the yellow circles) and 95 µm
(red circles). (b) Image of the design used for EBL. (c) Optical microscope image of the final
device, and (d) a zoom-in of the central region where the stack is located.

Step 4 - After the patterning of the contacts the samples are loaded in an e-beam
metal evaporator which is pumped down to pressures below 3×10−6 mbar.

Step 5 - To fabricate the oxide layer for spin transport experiments we evaporate
0.4 nm of Ti (or Al in the case of the suspended graphene samples) at an evaporation
rate of 0.7 Å/s.

Step 6 - The sample is exposed to pure oxygen gas for more than 10 minutes at
pressures above 10−1 mbar to oxidise the metallic layer.

Step 7 - After pumping down the chamber to low pressures again the Ti (Al)
evaporation (step 5) and oxidation (step 6) are repeated once more and the chamber
is again pumped back to pressures below 3×10−6 mbar.

Step 8 - We finally evaporate between 35 and 70 nm of Co and cap it with 5 nm
of Al to avoid oxidation of the Co electrodes once the sample is brought to air.
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Step 9 - The lift-off of the polymer mask is done in hot (50 ◦C) acetone and, after
inspection by optical microscope the sample is wire bonded to a chip carrier and
loaded in the experimental setup, Fig. 4.4(c) and (d).

Usually these last procedures (step 9) take less than 30 minutes. It is crucial that
they are done quickly in order to avoid oxidation of the Co electrodes.

From our measurements, contacts fabricated following these procedures usually
have a spin polarization in the order of P = 1 − 10%, which is relatively low when
compared to the highest values measured for contacts on graphene (≈ 33% [8]), but is
sufficient to study the underlying physics in which we are interested. It was shown
before that these contacts usually contain pinholes [9] and, therefore, are not true
tunnel barriers. However, later we have shown that by evaporating the metal used
for the interface barrier in two steps [10], or by using Ti instead of Al [11], can de-
crease the layer roughness considerably from 0.9 nm (rms) to around 0.3 nm (rms).
With this optimized recipe some (around 10%) of the contacts show tunneling be-
haviour. Even though the contacts are not true tunnel barriers their resistance is high
enough in order to not disturb the spin transport in the regions underneath [12]. This
fact can be checked in three different manners. First by calculating the R parameter
[9] and comparing it to the spin relaxation length: R/λs = RcW/Rsqλs, where Rc
is the contact resistance, W the graphene width and Rsq its square resistance. Sec-
ond, the influence of the contacts can be experimentally verified by comparing the
values obtained for λs or τs for the same device for regions with several contacts
and regions with few contacts [9, 12]. Furthermore, a comparison between the spin
transport parameters for similar devices with different number of contacts can be
used as a final check. In this thesis I applied at least one of the techniques above
to evaluate the influence of the contacts on the spin relaxation. The results for each
specific experiment is described in the next chapters.

4.2 Electrical measurements

In this section I will explain how the electrical measurements used in this thesis
were performed. I start with a short explanation of the setup used and move to a de-
scription of the standard measurement methods used for charge and spin transport
characterization.

4.2.1 Setup description

All the measurements presented in this thesis were performed with the samples in
vacuum with pressures below 10−6 mbar in order to avoid oxidation of the Co con-
tacts and to protect the device from environmental contamination. The devices were
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measured either in a vacuum chamber in a liquid Helium bath cryostat or in a vari-
able temperature continuous (liquid He) flow cryostat.

The electrical measurements were performed using home-made current sources
to supply the current to the source and drain electrodes. The voltage in the sample
was measured using home-made voltage pre-amplifiers with amplifications ranging
from 1 to 105x. The gate voltages were supplied by Keithley 2410A source meters
or by home-made digital-analog converter (DAC) voltage sources. A representative
circuit of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.5.

π

π

π

π

π

π

Keithley 2410A

Lo
ck

-in
   

 S
R

-8
30

out

in

Computer
Magnet power supply

+   -

+

-

+

-

IVVI Meetkast
Switch box Cryostat

g-FET
I+I- V+V-

Figure 4.5: Experimental setup used to perform electrical measurements with the circuit di-
agram. The pi-filters are represented by the box π with circuit in the inset. The graphene
field-effect transistor (g-FET) is loaded in the cryostat and prepared to be measured in a local
4-probe geometry as explained in the text.

The device is wire bonded to a chip carrier which is connected via twisted pair
wires to a Fischer R©24-pins connector on the outside of the cryostat. A shielded
cable connects the device to a switch box containing high-frequency (pi-)filters (3 dB
attenuation at 1 kHz). These filters consist of a 1 kΩ resistor with a series inductor
and capacitors in parallel connected to a common ground (the inset on Fig. 4.5 shows
a circuit diagram for these filters). The switch box contains 3-way switches that
connect the device pins to the common ground, float the pins or connect them to
outer pins used to supply voltages and currents using shielded LEMO cables and
the voltage and current sources.
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All the measurements presented in this thesis were performed using current bias
low-frequency lock-in techniques. For that we drive AC currents up to 1 µA through
the sample with frequencies below 100 Hz. In all the measurements the source elec-
trode is kept grounded and the voltage on the drain electrode oscillated sinusoidally.
The lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830) internal source is used to control the
source-drain current source and the voltage between a pair of electrodes is sent to
the lock-in after pre-amplification by the voltage pre-amplifiers. The X and Y com-
ponents of the voltage detected are read by a computer that controls all equipment
via a LabView routine. The frequency f of measurement is chosen to be in a range
where the resistive contribution (given by the X component) does not change as a
function of f .

4.2.2 Charge transport measurements

Whenever a sample is loaded in the experimental setup we perform a series of dif-
ferent measurements in order to characterize if the setup is working properly, if the
electrical contacts to the sample work and the channel is not broken, the contact resis-
tances of each individual contact and to check the square resistance of the graphene
channel. Only after all these tests and the proper sample characterization the actual
measurements can start.

Whenever possible, two pins of the chip carrier are connected together in a short.
Usually we connect two pins to the same back-gate electrode. The first check, used to
determine if the setup works properly, is done by measuring the resistance between
these two pins. Since the low-pass filters in our setup have a resistance of 1 kΩ each,
the total resistance measured should be 2 kΩ and the phase in the lock-in amplifier
should be close to zero due to the purely resistive nature of the signal.

In order to explain the characterization of the device we can draw an equivalent
circuit diagram as shown in Fig. 4.6. The circuit includes 4 resistor types represent-
ing: the graphene channel resistance (Rg), the contact interface resistance (Rint), the
wiring resistance (Rw) and the filter resistance (Rf=1 kΩ).

The initial characterization of the device is done by a second check to verify if all
electrodes are properly connected to the flake. This is done by measuring the resis-
tance between two electrical contacts, e.g. driving a current between contacts 2 and
3 and measuring the voltage between the same contacts. This type of measurement
is referred as a two probe measurement since only two electrodes are used. The total
resistance is the sum of the wiring resistance, contact interfaces, filter resistances and
the channel in between the contacts: R2P = Rf,2 + Rw,2 + Rint,2 + Rg,2 + Rint,3 +

Rw,3 + Rf,3. Since this measurement contains contributions from different sources,
it is used mainly to verify that the electrical contacts to the channel and the chan-
nel itself are working properly. After this two probe check is done for every pair of
contacts we are ready to move on for the characterization of the contacts themselves.
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Figure 4.6: Equivalent circuit for a sample showing the resistances of the filters, wiring, con-
tact interface for 4 contacts (numbered 1 to 4) and the graphene channel in between them.

In order to extract the contact interface resistance we drive a current between
contacts 1 and 2 and measure the voltage between contacts 3 and 2 (Fig. 4.6). This
type of measurement will be referred as a three probe measurement of the contact resis-
tance. The total resistance measured is: R3P = Rf,2 + Rw,2 + Rint,2. Since we know
the filter resistance and usually the interface resistance is much higher than the total
resistance of the wiring (including the wires on the device itself), R3P is a repre-
sentative measurement of Rint,2. It is important to keep in mind that the interface
resistance of the contacts is an important parameter for spin injection as explained in
section 3.2.2.

In order to eliminate the contribution of the wiring, filters and contact resistances
to the measurement of the channel resistance we use a four probe method. Here we
drive a current between the outer electrodes 1 and 4 and measure the voltage be-
tween electrodes 2 and 3. The total resistance measured here is: R4P = Rg,2. There-
fore, by using four terminals we can exclude the contribution from the electrodes
and measure directly the charge transport properties of the graphene channel. This
is the configuration used for all charge transport measurements presented later in
this thesis.

4.2.3 Spin transport measurements

As mentioned in section 3.3.2, in order to measure the spin transport properties of
our devices we use the nonlocal spin valve method. Here we drive a current between
electrodes 1 and 2 and measure the voltage between 3 and 4 (Fig. 4.6). When we
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consider only the charge contribution to the measurement, no resistance is measured
and the total signal is zero. However, as described in the previous chapter, when
we consider the spin accumulation created by the injection electrodes and that the
voltage probe electrodes are spin selective the voltage measured between electrodes
3 and 4 is non-zero.
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